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FIFTY-EIGUT MEN
ON DEAN'S LIST
Fifty-eight Fairfield University undergraduates have qualified for the S.pring semester
Dean's List, according to a recent announcement from the
office of the Dean, Rev. William
J. Healy, S.J.
Those named encompass approximately seven per cent of
the students registered for the
current semester, and include 25
seniors, 17 juniors, seven sophomores and nine freshmen.
;I~nior class representatives
are Fred J. Abbate, Robert V.
Biroshack, Joseph F. Charlow,
James J. Conroy, John E.
Faulkner, Edmund T. Flanagan,
Dennis E. Gannon, Richard D.
Germano. Edward C. Jablonsky,
Jeffrey S. Jalbert, and Paul D.
Jones.
Also, Robert L. Julianelle,
Caron J. Keenan, Thomas J.
Kmetzo, Arthur J. Mannion, Jr.,
Frank J. McDonald, Robert J.
Michael, Raymond F. Nalewajk,
Michael D. Oates, William R.
Pascucci, Rocco M. Pugliese,
Alexander W. Samor, Wallace
(Cont. on Page 9, Col. 5)

Math-Physics Society Announces
Final Preparations For Rocket
CKS Stages Weekend
For Senior Parents
The First Annual Parents'
Weekend is scheduled to be
held Apr. 29 and 30 and will be
sponso;ed by the Cardinal Key
Society. The purpose of the
weekend is to "give the parents
of the Seniors a chance to become better acquainted with
the school and to meet the administrtion", according to Bruce
Beaudin, chairman.
A baseball game, tea reception and the play Hamlet are
slated for Saturday with a Communion Breakfast and Glee
Club Concert on Sunday. The
President of the University, the
Dean of Studies and the Dean
of Men will speak at the Communion Breakfast.
Arrangements
have
been
made at two neighboring mo(Cont. on Page 8, Col. 2)

Site Chosen For
Festival Dance

Laddin's Terrace in Stamford,
Conn., a twenty minute ride
from the campus via the Connecticut Turnpike, has been selected as the site for the 1961
Dogwood Festival Formal Dance,
according to Edward Fitzgerald
and John A. McCall, co-chairmen of the affair.
The formal dance, which signals the start of the spring
triduum, will be held on Friday. May 12. An oriental theme
has been chosen for the event.
Highlighting the dance will
be the coronation of the queen
of the weekend. Her selection
will follow a preliminary contest (held a week before the
festival) in which members of
the student body will vote. The
final selection will be made
from four finalists who will be
interviewed by the judges the
afternoon of the formal dance.
Special plans are now being
made to obtain new tuxedos to
be rented at a "very reasonable
price."
Following the dance, a postThe University Republican~-------------prom party will be sponsored
Club is slated to receive Town
by the Knights of Columbus
Committee Posts according to Senator Caldwell '51
Ignatian Council #4203. Further
club president, William Sangio- Addresses Guild
details concerning the party
vanni. In a recent interview Mr.
were not available at pressSangiovanni stated that with
Conn. State Senator and time.
the election of Mr. William
Fairfield U. graduate, Edward
A proposed $21 package deal
Jascko as Republican Town
J. Caldwell, will deliver a for the entire weekend is slated
Chairman the University Club
lecture to FU students at to go on sale later this month.
is certain to take an active part
12:15 today in Xavier 212,
in town poEtics.
according to a St. Ives PreLegal Guild spokesman.
At a Lincoln Day Dinner in
Senator Caldwell, who was
Fairfield both Bill Sangiovanni
graduated from FU in 1951
and Jack Morrison were honorand U-Conn. Law School in
ed guests and it was at this
1954, will speak on the
time that the Fairfield students
"Practical Aspects of Law By ERNEST WEBBY
learned of the new role which
School, and the Profession
their club will play in town
An experiment which holds
Itself:' A question-answer
politics. After the dinner, Mr.
promise of significant contribuperiod will follow his talk.
J oscko revealed his plans to
tion to the university communappoint three Fairfield Univerity will be initiated by the
sity Republicans to positions on
Seven Arts Society Tuesday
the town committee and its
night at the c.onzaga audivarious boards. The posts would
torium. In inaugurating the exbe permanent so that they
periment the newly-formed stuwould not be lost after graduadent organization, whose aim it
tion.
A total of $3,077 has been is to propagate American culIt is important to note ac- awarded to Fairfield University ture at Fairfield, appropriately
cording to Mr. Sangiovanni, in recent months by four com- prese.nts an evening of Amerithat this is the first time such panies, it was announced today. can folk music.
a tping has happened in state
Featured on the program are
The grants were made by the
politics and is quite an honor
two of the outstanding vocalists
to the University Club. At pres- Travelers Insurance Companies, in th'e field: Carolyn Hester,
ent the third person to receive Handy Harman of Fairfield,
Household Finance Corporation Texas ballad singer, and David
a post is not known.
Von Ronk. Both performers are
and the Gulf Oil Company.
In
further
remarks,
Mr.
well known to metropolitan deTravelers awarded the Uni- votees, having frequently apJoscko also praised the club for
its publication "Campus Re- versity $2,300; Handy Harman, peared in concerts and at clubs
view" and noted the election of $500; HFC, $100 and Gulf, $177. such as the Blue Angel in New
club member Ed Sullivan, as
The funds will be used for York City.
(Cont. on Page 9, Col. 5)
general University needs.
Miss Hester, whose voice

Republicall Club Honored By
Towll Committee Appointmellts

STAG'S Ray Nalewajk,
John Viatkus Win
Niagara Fellowships
Two Fairfield University seniors have been awarded $2200
fellowships to Niagara Unlversity, it was announced today.
The two, Raymond F. Nalewajk and John W. Vaitkus, both
Fairfield U. Honor Society membel's, will study for Masters degrees in English at Niagara.
. Room, board and tuition a~e
'ncluded m each one-year st!pend. Both men will act as
assistant prefects in the Niagara
University undergraduate dormitories.
Mr. Nalewajk, son of Mr. and
(Cont. on Page 8, Col. 2)

U.S. Defense Loans
Final Date March 31
Applications for National
Defense Loans for the 196162 academic year must be
filed in the Treasurer's Office
Qefore Mar. 31, according to
Rev. Harry L. Huss, S.J.,
Treasurer.
Loans up to $1,000 can be
obtained per annum according to the needs of the student. A three per cent interest which begins the year after the student ends his university schooling is charged.
Repayment of the loan
must be completed within
ten years.

Von Ronk, Hester Initiate
SAS' Folk Festival Tuesday

F.U. Receives
Several Grants

0/

critics have lauded as "bell
toned," is best kn'own for her
ballad singing, but is also accomplished in the popular, or
"pops" class of music; and her
complement in the SAS's first
show, Von Ronk, is a familiar
recording artist who has received acclaim from the famed
Negro vocalist, Odetta.
SAS Aims at Synthesis
The purpose of the new
campus experiment, according
to
SAS
spokesman
Hank
O'Hagan, is an attempt "to offset a modern trend which
seems to treat culture and entertainment as mutually exclusive." At Fairfield we have an
organized theatre group, plus
lecture programs scheduled by
various clubs. It is between
these areas that the SAS will
work, endeavoring to effect a
(Cont. on Page 8, Col. 2)

By
E. WELLINGTON ANDERSON
The rocket program of the
Fairfield University Math-Physics Society has, after almost a
year of fund-raising and prepara~ion, reached the point of
actual construction.
The student project, the complete design and construction of
a solid-fuel rocket capable of
attainin'g a height of over ten
miles and performing simultaneously various high altitude
experiments, is expected to be
completed by early May.
Static Test
According to Jeffrey Jalbert
and John
Tokarski, senior
physicists cb..' )sen by the MathPhysics Society's president to
supervise the project, the single
staged titantium rocket will
after completion, be first tested
"statically" in a make-shift
blockhouse here on campus. If
this trial ,un proves successful,
the rocket will be taken to the
Army Missile Range in Bethesda, Md., where the actual firing
will be made.
Altitude Record
In an interview with Larry
Skane, a senior, who co-supervises (with Donald Johnson)
the mathematics division of the
project, it was learned that according to preliminary computations, the rocket should approach a peak altitude of twelve
miles before gravitational force
returns it to the earth. If these
tentative computations are correct, the Fairfield U. rocket will
3et a new student altitude record, surpassing the current
ten-mile peak attained by several student groups. However,
Mr. Jalbert stressed, "If we
succeed in breaking the altitude
record, fine - but that is definitely not our primary intention. To build a rocket capable
of such an altitude, while a
major task, nevertheless remains but a feat of engineering. This is why we have packaged the nose-cone with enough
electronic apparatus to perform
about twelve high altitude experiments, thereby making it an
undertaking suitable for physicists and mathematicians."
The nose-cone will weigh
only about five pounds but will
be capable of performing simultaneously, twelve experiments
(Cont. on Page 8, Col. I)
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Letters to the Editor

Editorials

BURN THAT MIDNIGHT OIL!
The sight of devoted students sprinting over the University's
frozen tundra each night toward the Savarin restaurant with an
equally devoted. campus cop hot on their heels, brings up the
inevitable WHY? A quick check of the 1961 Student Handbook
(page 15, paragraph six) provides a ready explanation: "On class
days, which are followed by class days, 'lights out' is at 11:00
p.m. for Freshmen and 11:15 p.m. for Upperclassmen."
Overlooking the paradox that seniors are permitted the
generous consideration of an added fifteen minutes study time
over their freshmen confreres, the fact remains that most students (regardless of their class) find the bare three hours per
night hardly adequate. This electricity-saving ruling that finds
our ivyless walls shrouded in darkness every week before midnight, has been a lively topic of discussion among the dormers. Unfortunately, thus far, discussion is as far as it's gotten. This apparent lack of resolution on the part of resident students, we
feel, is due to the absence of an adequate voice; a voice ideally
to be found in an active Resident Council.
It is not the purpose of these comments to seek a scapegoat for the mysterious disappearance of the Resident Council
last spring, but rather to urge its reincarnation and through it
a resolution of the "BEDDIE-BYE" problem.
We feel certain that an intelligent student interest manifested through an active Resident Council will bring about a
realization on the part of the faculty that the restraining reins
of the present lights policy are no longer necessary.

MTK

LOOKING BACK
Looking back on our suggestion of last week that Public
Affairs Club president Tierney utilize the "valuable reservoir
of speakers to be found among the faculty" as interim lecturers
until a treasury could be collected to pay for outside talent, we
find the statement's awkward phrasing has caused wide-spread
misinterpretation and even an ad hominem from an instructor's
desk..
It was not our intention that our statement be interpreted to
mean that faculty speakers be used to build up a speaker treasury
and then dropped in favor of outside lecturers. Rather, we believe
that those professors who are interested in the effect that a successful Public Affairs Club lecture series would have on the
intellectual climate at Fairfield, should make up the major portion of the early lectures. The kitty (and this was our suggestion)
formed by these early lectures would be used to pay future
speakers - be they from Xavier or the Sorbonne.

MTK

In Social Consciousness
Another College Fad?
By JOHN FAULKNER
ACP-Southern Methodist University's CAMPUS tells the
story of a sit-in.
'
Two Negro theology students at the Dallas ,Texas, school
entered a bus station restaurant to see if they would be served.
(The day before they had bought bus tickets there, then were
refused lunch counter service, then had their tickets refunded.)
They were supported by a group of white SMU students, about
half of them theology students, the rest undergraduates.
A spokesman for them told the CAMPUS: "Allen and
Thomas (the Negroes) went in first. We would not have made
an appearance had they been served. But they were refused and
SMU students began to sit down."
When they (the white students) were asked to be served,
they said, "Yes, when you serve our friends." The students. had
agreed to "retreat" if any semblance of violence b~came eVlde~t
during the demonstration. One of the Negroes said he and hiS
friend were neither served nor asked if they wanted service.
Th restaurant company vice-president told the CAMPUS
his story: that 25 youths identifying themselves as SMU students
came in and occupied booths, tables and stools "with not more
than two at each table.
"An attempt was made to serve the students. Each said they
did not want anything or that we would have to serve them first,
referring to the two colored boys," he said.
.
"We took the position that customers have no authonty to
tell us what to do first. We were ready to take their orders but
customers cannot tell us what to do. We told them it was a place
of business and we would appreciate their orders. But they just
sat there. They did not act like college students."
"... like college students." That covers quite a lot of ground.
There were the college students in Hungary, for example who
found their education terminated rather abruptly in 1956 after
fighting for social justice. Probably he meant the "college student" typified by the nationwide distinction of the students of
St. Mary's College who last year set a record by painstakingly
packing themselves into a telephone booth.
.
If so, we reject his ideal of college students (as we do hiS
interpretation of his relationship to the customer). We commend the SMU students for not contenting themselves with he
injustice of their surroundings. In this spirit we would remind
our readers that Woolworth's persists in their discrimination in
the deep south, and call to their attention the refusal ~f the ABCParamount theatre chain to admit Negroes in their southern
movie houses.
Filling phone booths with collegians was a short-lived fad.
We would be very sorry to have to admit the same of last year's
laudable social consciousness.

To the Editor:
I should like to inform any
students who may be interested
that the St. Cecilia Academy
will probably be disbanded
soon, unless it enjoys a nearmiraculous renaissance in the
very near future. The lack of
interest in the Academy has
been remarkable (if not consistent).
The precise cause of the
Academy's decline is hard to
trace; perhaps it is my fault,
but, unfortunately, the people
who have stopped coming to the
meetings did not bother to
make suggestions before giving
up. Very likely, the Academy
is not the best possible answer
to the problem of encouraging
interest in classical music at
Fairfield, but something should
be done, and we are trying,
anyway.
I am inclined to think that a
person has missed something
important if he has gone
through a liberal-arts college
without acquiring some interest, however casual, in music,
dance, poetry, painting, and
other forms of "culture." The
St. Cecilia _Academy has tried
to make its particular kind of
contribution to the enlightenment of people who, like the
present members of the Academy, do not know everything
about music but are interested
in learning. It seems a pity that
there are only two or three
people, in a student body of
more than a thousand, who
have time and inclination to
listen to fine music on Monday
evenings.
Alan M. Catalano
President,
The St. Cecilia Academy

Kenneth Tynan vs.
Senate Subcommittee

March 3, 1961

NEW YORK NOTEBOOK
BY
GEOFF STOKES

Since the horror of canned music has now invaded even
the lobbies of Broadway theatres (to say nothing of super
markets, restaurants, gas stations, and prisons), the time has come
to give a long loud scream about the mis-use of music on stage.
The only difficulty about long loud screaming is that there
is so much "music" floating around the air that all the venom
be sapped from it by a rinky-tink background.
Enough of canned music. Far too much of canned music,
in fact. I am disturbed by music's invasion of the serious drama.
I don't mean by this that I deny any room for a melange of
genres; I do mean that much of the music on Broadway today
is not the product of the playwright's imagination, but rather
a commercial gesture made by the producer or director.
The source of this new development seems to be the successful integration of music and idea in "The Connection." In
Gelber's play, music-like Reinhardt's light-becomes an actor,
and contributes to the devolopment of a plot and character. The
integration is accomplished in two ways: first, by the tone of
the music and second, by the fact that the characters are themselves musicians.
.
An equally successful use of music was seen in Brendan
Behan's antic effort, "The Hostage." Although much of Joan
Littlewood's direction was open to question, particularly in that
she chose to underplay Behan's more serious comments, she did
handle the difficult interplay of music and drama.
Perhaps one could attribute the success of the interaction
of the two arts to the fact tha Behan planned that song be an
integral part of his drama.
Another Irish effort in which music and drama "functioned"
as a unit was the Phoenix production of "The Plough and the
Stars." This too was marked by the fact that the author planned
that music be a necessary element in the play.
These comments have generally stressed the successful uses
of music on the stage. The unsuccessful efforts are of equal importance, however, and the chief of these is another of Miss
Littlewood's directorial efforts, "A Taste of Honey." Like "The
Connection," the music used in a progressive jazz, but unlike
the Gelber play, the music seems strangely out of place throughout the production. Miss Delaney has written a delicate and
oddly beautiful play of life in an English industrial city. The
attempt to strengthen the mood by means of music is a disappointment in that the audience is forced to be conscious of the
music, as music, and not as an element of the drama.
Although "A Taste of Honey" is successful, it is successful
in spite of the musical addenda, not because of it.

A ship clears the Suez Canal
THE STAG
in about 15 hours. It takes
Bi-Weekly Publication
Mr. Kenneth Tynan, a sub- slightly less time to walk from
Schedule
ject of her royal majesty, Gonzaga Hall to Loyola Hall
Animal G
March 17
Queen Elizabeth II, saw fit on during a rain-storm.
Animal H
April 21
one of his visits to America to
Animal I
May 5
Animal J
May 19
allow his name to be affixed
The Roman Coliseum was
NOTE: All copy for the above
to an advertisement printed in completed in 80 A.D. through
issues must be in the
The New York Times, sponsor- the labors of 12,000 captives;
STAG office the Friday
ed by the Fair Play to Cuba the new University Dorm.
before publication.
Committee, advising Americans
to 'be kind to Dr. Fidel Castro
and his government. Mr. Tynan, as one of the signers, was
called before the Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security
so that the subcommittee might
ascertain whether or not the
advertisement had violateg the
Foreign Agents Registry Act, Published bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during the regular
university year, except during holiday and examination perieds.
which act requires that all
Represented for National Advertising by
agents of foreign governments
National Advertising Service. Inc.
in this country register as such.
Editorial Phone: CLearwater 9-9206
Mr. Tynan was displeased
,,';; (\0
that he should be called before
S'.
<('
such a committee to be quesCJ
'@
tioned by it and in Harper's
VA
11:
<"
Magazine wrote of his annoyPFlESS
ance at being questioned by the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Senate Subcommittee on InMICHAEL T. KIERNAN
ternal Security, and its chairNEWS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
man Senator Dodd, about his
JAMES F. HILL
CLEMENT A. LAMB
relations with this Fair Play
committee and certain other of
SPORTS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
ROD DOWLING
DONALD A. PREZIOSI
his actions. He felt that there
was no reasonable justification
ADVERTISING MANAGER
PHOTO EDITOR
for such questions. Presumably
ROBERT STEVENS
SEAN M. DUNPHY
Mr. Tynan gained some remuLAYOUT EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
neration for his literary effort
ROBERT B. CAGNASSOLA
KENNETH E. DUBUC
in Harper's.
EXCHANGE EDITOR
FACULTY MODERATOR
J ustication?
ROBERT WIDMER
REV. WILLIAM HOHMANN, S.J.
The thought is prevalent in
STAFF
some quarters now that perhaps
P. McNulty. C. Roland, J. Morrison, T. Arnold. W. Hoehler, R. LaWless, T.
there was some justification Tierney, J. J. Carway, T. Phelan, R. Manning, J. A. McCall, J. Flatley,
for calling signers of the ad- Lavigne, J. B. Heller, G. Stokes, E. Webby. N. Coll. P. Walz, S. Klukowski,
A. Wilson, W. Dermody, W. Bellows, E. Bader, R. Tino, M. Hurley, J. Rhati( Cont. on Page 9. Col. I)
gan, J. Moore, G. Papa, M. Jacoby, J. C1airmont. R. Badolato and J. Scott.
By JOSEPH FLYNN
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Psychologist Investigates
Programmed Learning Means
New York, N.Y.-(I.P)- A
research psychologist declared
r e c e n t I y that "programmed
learning" - known by its critics
as "machine teaching"-breaks
open the bottleneck of the student-teacher ratio which is of
such "critical dimensions in education today." The r e is no
doubt, he said, that programmed learning is effective.
Dr. Donald A. Cook, research
psychologist at the National
Institute of Mental Health, outlines his views in a recent issue
of the Columbia University
Graduate Faculties Newsletter.
He states that traditional humanists, examining the new
concept, express concern "which
seems to blend the prophecy
that 'it won't work' with the
fear that it will." Nobody expects the teachers to be replaced,
the article said, yet there is uncertainty as to how their roles
may be altered in the new situation.
"The evidence so far," declared Dr. Cook, "is that effective programming m a k e s for
more creative students, and the
teacher may rightly suspect that
his status-giving control over
his subject may be challenged."
The sob e r evaluation of the
limits and optimal conditions
governing the place of programmed learning awaits careful research, the expert added.
The report enumerates the advantages of the program that
have become clear since its inception:
1. Programmed learning allows the student to know
where he stands at all
times, and quickly enough
for the appraisal to effect
the behavior that produced
it.
2. The cycle can occur dozens
-or even one hundred or
more - times an hour in
which teaching and testing
are blended into one process. The teacher, f r e e d
from drudgery, can offer
the student individual attention.
3. The student proceeds according to his own ability.
The dull student is not embarrassed and the gifted
student is not held back.
If a student is ill, he doesn't
fall behind, and if he moves
·to another school, he takes
his program with him.
4. If the machine records errors a teacher can inspect
the student's record before
conferring with him, and
can thus know the particular difficulty.
In some machine models, the
article points out, the response
cannot be altered while other
specialized versions will not
advance the program if an answer is incorrect. The most advanced devices will shunt the
student into special remedial
programs if he lists a wrong
answer. Some machines keep an
automatic tally of right and
wrong responses.
"If a given section of a program generates errors for many
students, the r e is something
wrong with the programs," Dr.
Cook contends. "It can be corrected by rewriting the frames
or inserting additional frames
to 'thin out' the material. Thus
the very device which provides
feedback to the student also
provides feedback to the instructor."

-------------0

USC Announces
Fifth Colloid Contest
The opening of the 1961 contest in colloid and sur f ace
chemistry among college undergraduates was r e c e n t 1 y an.nounced by the University of
Southern California. The contest
is sponsored by the continental
Oil Company of Houston, Texas,
and Ponca City, Oklahoma, and
is now in its fifth year.
Students at all accredited Colleges and universities of the
United States and Canada are
eligible if they are regular undergraduates on Apr. 1. In past
years, winners have come from
all parts of both countries and
from large universities as well
as small colleges. The contestants may enter either a report
on a research project conducted
by themselves or an essay on
the subject, "The role of colloid
and surface chemistry in some
aspect of petroleum technology."
The best essay and the best report will each receive prizes of
$500 and the second best $200
each under contest regulations.
Honorable mention prizes of $50
each are also provided.
The deadline for submitting
entires is July 3. Entry blanks
may be obtained immediately
by writing to Prof. K. J. Mysels,
Chemistry Department, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles 7, Cal. The prizes will
be awarded by a panel of anonymous judges and will be distributed Sept. 1.

UN -AMERICAN ACTIVITY
(ACP)-"In practice, the investigations of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee
have thwarted the very freedoms which it claims to protect
and preserve - freedom of assembly, of the pre s s and of
speech. In casting suspicion on
people and organizations the
Committee has unscrupulously
violated the precept of due process of law by denying the accused the right to face his accuser and it has often indulged
in guilt by association. It has
violated the separation of powers by usurping judical and executive powers." - From ARROW, Hunter ColI e g e, New
York City.

RED CHINA AND THE UN
(ACP)-"Are we to assume
that Red China would consider
disarmament without first being
admitted to the UN? We don't
pretend that China's admittance
would immediately bring world
peace - that would smack of
naivete but it might be a
step in the right direction." Fro m UNIVERSITY CAL LBOARD, University of Hartford,
Connecticut.

A COMMUNIST AIM
(ACP)-"The propaganda of
the communist party aims not
on enrolling party members but
at, independent of any social
doctrine, disseminating vie w s
that more or less openly serve
Soviet foreign policy." By
Patrick E. Power s in THE
SCHOLASTIC, University of
Notre Dame, Indiana.

MOODS

STAG
By
DON
PREZIOSI

Here is a rather curious piece
of writing unearthed about two
years ago by a Robert Lumsden
of Bat h gat e, West Lothian
(Eng.). It is an INSCRIPTION
CARVED ON A 500-YEAR-OLD
TOMBSTONE in Essex County,
England.
.
"When pictures look alive,
with movements free,
When ships, like fishes, swim
beneath the sea,
When men, outstripping birds,
shall scan the sky,
Then half the w 0 rId, deep
drenched in b 1 0 0 d, shall
die."

Michigan State Now
Trimester College
Rochester, Mich. - ,J.P.)
Starting next fall, Michigan
S tat e University Oakland's
freshmen will graduate in two
and two-thirds years instead of
four..They will do so because
they will be attending classes
the year-round under a plan
voted by the faculty recently
and approved by the Board of
Trustees. The plan provides for
three 15-week trimesters, compared with the normal college
year of two 16-week semesters.
The three trimesters would
run from September 5, the day
after Labor Day, to December
20; from January 3 to April 13,
and from April 23 to August 5.
This will mean seven weeks of
vacation annually instead of
twenty. The university would
be closed during the remainder
of August.
A trimester plan, Chancellor
D. B. Varner said, will make
it possible to accommodate onethird more students with the
same size plant and the same
size faculty. A trimester plan,
rather than four quarters or
some other plan was chosen,
said Chancellor Varner, to
avoid any chance that the extra
term would be regarded as a
summer program, and therefore
less important or less rigorous.
Faculty members would be
paid for the extra term at a
usual summer-session rate of
three percent of their annual
salary per week. This would
mean a 45 per cent boost in
income for the 16-week period.
No professor would be compelled to participate, and none
would be permitted to teach
more than five consecutive
terms. The other term would be
spent in professional development of some kind.
The trimester plan has been
in operation at the University
of Pittsburgh since September.
Officials there regard their experience as successful so far.
Several other institutions also
have the plan under study.

CAN'T HARDLY GET THOSE
NO MORE
(ACP)-A time capsule was
found and opened when the 67year-old Administration Building was torn down last month
at Taylor ,University, Upland,
Ind. Of top interest: a poster
advertising Taylor as "the most
i n e x pen s i v e school in the
world."
Whether or not this was true,
comments the ECHO, the fact
remains that in 1893 $100 did
pay all expenses for a year including wood for the pot-bellied stove in each room.
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THE
WHETSTONE

By
RICHARD
TINO

Young people tend to credit the distaste in their elders for
"moder!)." art to a prudish conservatism toward novelty in any
form. This arises from two false notions. First, all art has been
"modern" at one time or another and many ancient "moderns"
were accepted ,praised, and patronized during the course of their
creative lives. Secondly, modern art is not merely contemporary
art but also includes art dating from the last twenty-five years
of the nineteenth century. But the criticism of contemporary
art is applied as much to a Van Gogh as to a Picasso, although
the acknowledged genius of the former inhibits slightly the adverse opinions of his work. Novelty is not the objection. Van
Gogh painted in that last quarter of the nineteenth century and
his works still repulse the anti-moderns.
The "Reality" Theory
Aproported comment on modern art by a professor gives
a more precise objection: Modern, or non-representational,
art is bad because it distorts objective reality." Here is the
argument as open and, fortunately, as false as any could be. This
comment is from a teacher of philosophy. An allied field, psychology, provides an excellent tool with which to examine the
cencept.
In a Rorschach test the subject is asked to assign meaning
to a standard set of meaningless blots. This is an application
of Gestalt psychology which attempts to derive knowledge of the
subject by analyzing his reaction to patterns and his relational
mechanisms. The ink blot test poses no challenge to the intellect
as a knowing or judging faculty. It is a simple exploitation of
imagination and, as such, is approached without trepidation. The
mind of a man in an authoratative position could subject itself to
such a "game" but that some blots when confronted with nonrepresentational art. His ego does not suffer from non-competitive games but art is a serious thing to this man and the chance
that he might evaluate it poorly or wrongly is great. The patterns
and relationships of this art are, to him, a challenge to his
authority and perhaps, he thinks, even an insult to his intellect.
He dismisses the whole grand area with as cursory and general
a remark as he things will maintain his authority and convinces
himself that his opinion is a considered and, if he is as proud as
most authorities, a profound one. This, however, is not judgment. It is merely rationalization.
Confused Realities And An Explanation
Art is not subject to the arbitrary denial of its value. To
claim that a work "distorts objective reality" is an absolute
confusion. Art is no more the reality it represents than an apple
is an elephant. They are distinct. In a sense, it is representational
painting which distorts reality. Surely, the Mona Lisa was a
three, not a two-dimensional human being. Non-representational
art offers the reality of itself to its viewer. It depends upon no
imitative chicanery with color and tone to be misconstrued as
"reality." There is objective reality in color and form. To deny
this would eliminate the testimony of sight and touch.
Adversity to non-representational art lies mainly in the
barren associative resources of the individual or ·repressions of
such resources. The latter is an ego defense mechanism not uncommon to those who are insecure in their positions. Non-commitment is the other side of this repression coin. But reactive
commitment is as commonly manifested. That such unfounded
opinions should carry the influence of a college professor is sad.
But art can take solace in the brevity of the university years
and the knowledge that the influence of those years, though
formative, is hardly final.

PETE HOUSER presents a plaque to Bob Monk '61, second
from right, for the latter's work as 1960 president of the New
York Metropolitan Area Club. Newly elected president Jim
O'Brien, right, and Brian Slayne witness the presentation.
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FU Hoopsters Impressive In Wins
I

By ROD DOWLING

Fairfield University has established themselves as the number one small college team in
New England by their wins
over a strong Assumption squad
and the always rugged St.
By ROD DOWLING
Michael's of Winooski Park,
although some of the lustre was
taken out of these wins by the
Stags' high scoring loss to N.I.T.
The NCAA tournament will convene March 10-11 hopeful Holy Cross. Picked as
w1th eight 4-team regionals .to be played at yet undeter- 11 point underdogs against the
Assumption "Greyhounds" who
mined sites. Fresh from ,their regional wins, the eight had
won fourteen games out of
squads will converge on Evansville, Ind., Ma,rch 16-18 seventeen, Coach George Bito determine the nation's "small college" king. For the sacca's squad crossed uP. the
second straight year, Fairfield has won the right to rep- experts by pulling a so-called
upset. Assumption's high rankresent the Tri-State League as champion.
ing among small colleges was
Five teams have already been named out of. the due. to their. strong showings
final 32 to compete in the tournament. The first list agamst ProvIdence and Holy
.
Cross, losmg to the latter by 4
of teams .includes three .conference champions and two' and the for~er by 10.
·at-l,arge entrants. The conference champions are
Carrying an eight game winSoutheast Missouri (18-1), Missouri Intercollegiate AA, ning streak into the Holy Cross
and South Carolina (15-4), Southern Intercollegiate game the Stags went into the
Athletic Conference, and Fairfield. Southern Illinois con.test contfident °tfh PUlhlmg a
.
maJor upse even
oug t h ey
(18-4) and Wabash (Ind., 12-4) are the at-large selectlOns. were picked to lose by 23 points
The Stags' competition in the Eastern ,regional will in most papers. The Crusaders
more than likely be Hofstra 19-4 (provided ,they win ",,:ho were expecting an N.I.T.
.
. '
.
bId at any moment were deter.the Middle Atlantic Conference tournament which be- mined to give an impressive
gins tonight). Albright, or last year's champion Drexel win over the Stags as evidence
Tech could prove to be stumbling blocks for Hofstra. If of their tournament cred~bility.
the Sta as are able to aet past the Middle Atlantic Holy Cross. had won .theIr last
b
b
five games m a row wIth a team
Champ, they should be able to COp the Eastern Region- average of 99.6 a contest. Jack
als and move on to Evansville. A contest featuring (The Shot) Foley, Crusader ace,
Hofska and 'Fairfield would be a natural because both was averaging 32.5 over the last
.
'"
.'
11 games, the hottest pace in
these teams hold Wins over so-called maJor colleges college basketball, while Tim
of the metropolitan area."
Shea with a 24.3 average in his
In last year's tourney the Red Stags gave an im- last five games was not far be.
h'
Pl'
'th t th
' . fAt hind. These eye-opening statispreSSlVe S owmg.
aymg Wi OU . e services 0
r tics coupled with the Crusaders'
Orawford, their top scorer and rebounder who had frac- hottest 'offensive night in their
tured his ankle, the Stags encountered Drexel Tech in long basketball career offset a
the first game of the Eastern Regionals. Led by the fine ver;,r goo~ effort of the ~tags
.
.
WhICh mIght have produced a
shoatmg of Joel Cherrytree, semor backcourtman, the win over the same club on any
Stags upended the Middle Atlantic College champions, other night.

56-44. That same night Amerioan University ,tamed
Upsala, 83-74, pitting itself .against ·the Stags in the final
fqr the coveted trip to Evansville.
American U. was a solid favorite for the Eastern
Regional t,itle against Fairfield the next nigh t. T h ey
had just completed ane of their finest seasons, chalking
Up a 22-7 'record and annexing the Mason-Dixon Conference title. In 5'9" Willie Jones, they possessed one
of the best backcourtmen in small college basketball.
Jones was averaging 25 points a game and was later
named to the Li1JUe All-American ,team and College
Division Tournament all-star squa,d.
Fairfield trailed American U. from the opening tap
and was ten points behind with three minutes left in
the game. The margin would have been greater at this
ppint but Bob Jenkins, 5'9" sophomore defensive star
of Fairfield had completely hed up Jones, holding him
way below his season average. It was at this point that
the Stags began playing ball. However the Stags' SpUTt
came ten seconds too late as American U. slipped past
the Stags 75-74 and limped to Ev,ansville.
At Evansville, American U. had the misfortune to
play Evansville, the eventual tournament winner, in
their first g,ame. Despite the greatest individual effort
of the 'tournament by American's Jones, Evansville won
a high scoring game, 101-91. The 5'9" sharpshooter led
American in a brilliJant, albeit losing, effort with a spectacular 54 point b'urst.
This year's edition of the Stags has proved beyond
doubt in anybody's mind that ,they are capable of
matching small-college powers. Their successive defeats of Assumption :and St. Michaels, perennial membeTS of the National Colleg1ate Charnpions h ip draw,
(Cont. on Page 8, Col. 4)

WEISMILLER NAILS DOWN
U.B. WIN
Fred Weismiller, coming off
the bench and scoring nineteen
points in nine minutes broke
up a close contest with traditional
rival
University
of
Bridgeport as the Stags won,
87-75. Weismiller was helped off
the floor with 2:12 remaining,
having completely tired himself
out with his "superman" effort.
It was the best single' game
effort of a Stag player this year
in the arts of pass-stealing,
driving and passing.
The opening half of the
game was close throughout with
the Red Stags emerging on top
at halftime, 34-32. Successive
hoops by Mike Touhey and Bob
Hutter shortly after the last half
opened enabled the Stags to increase our led to 38-32 before a
spurt by Joe Yasinski and Joe
Troiano tied the game for the
last time.
With about ten minutes remaining and the Stags only
leading 58-56, Coach Bisacca inserted his secret weapon and
Weismiller proceeded to drive
U.B. to desperation and defeat.
BRIDGEPORT
FAIRFIELD
Troiano
~ 1~ Crawford
~
Morello
7 5 19 Hutter
9 5 23
Yasinski
8 2 18 Shin
0 0 0
Herer
0 0 0 Jenkins
4 5 13
Schuck
2 2 6 Touhey
5 2 12

c;

~~l~ntigan ~ ~

Ferrara
Robbins

c; ;

f ~;f~~nre~ ~ g i~

5 3 13 Doolan
0 0 0
1 0 2McAnulty 0 0 0

31 13 7'5

32 23 ii7

Nick Macarchuk. 6-4 Sophomore forward. tips in two points
against UB in the Stags. 87-75 win as Capt. Art Crawford looks
on.
CRUSADERS OVERPOWER
STAGS, 122-94
Employing a pro type offense
by means of a very effective
fast break, Fairfield's Jesuit
"cousins" from Massachusetts
snapped the Stags eight game
winning streak and increased
theirs to six with their impressive win.
Led by the spectacular shoot~
ing of their infamous (to us) trio
of Jack Foley (40 points), Tim
Shea (31 points) and George
Blaney (22 points), the Crusaders would have been a match
for their own Boston Celtics
that night much less an upsetminded Fairfield squad.
The game itself rewrote the
Crusader record book and was
the highest point total ever recorded against a Stag five. The
Crusaders jumped off to a
quick 12-1 lead and were never
headed. This early momentum
of the Cross had a definite bearing on the way Fairfield was
forced to play. Trying to get
back in the game the Stags ran
with the Cross and had to play
their brand of ball.
Bob Hutter turned in one of
his best games of the season,
shining in defeat with 26 points.
HO'LY CROSS
FAIRFIELD U.
G F PI
G F P
Foley
1~ ~ 4~lii~1~frord 1~ ~ ~g
Connors
Thompson 4 1 9Shin
2 0 4
Blaney
11 0 22 Jenkins
5 3 13
12 7 31 Touhey
2 5 9
Shea
O'Connor
~
~
:~~~~~k
~
2~
Slattery
o 0 0 PanuczakO 0 0
Canavan
McGlory
o 0 0 Weismiller 5 0 10
Breslin
~ ~ Doolan
0 0 0
R. Foley
4924122
34 26 94
J.

g

g

g

STAGS DROP VISITING
ST. MICHAEL'S
Setting a school record for
consecutive wins at eight, the
Stags eased by a visiting St.
Michael's team, 84-73 in a closely fought contest. All the Stag
starters hit for double figures
with Mike Touhey leading the
parade with 21.
Dick Panuczak, former Harding ace, was honored by the
Bridgeport CYO prior to the
start of the game for his basketball and baseball endeavors at
Fairfield.
A~t Crawford, the Stags'
leapmg center, proved once
again that when fed the ball in
the pivot, he will usually score

two points or be fouled. Playing against an opposing center,
6'8" Jim Fitzgerald, Crawford
went on a nine-point scoring
spree and put the Stags out of
reach, 73-61 with seven minutes
to go.
FAIRFIELD
G F
Crawford 4 5
Macarchuk 4 6
6 5
Hutter
4 2
Jenkins
3 3
Shin
Weismiller o 0
Panuczak o 0
Touhey
8 5

29 26

ST. MICHAEL
P'
G F P
13 Hart
3 1 7
14 Baumann 8 5 21
17 Fitzgerald 5 3 13
10 Baldini
4 5 13
9 Hoehl
4 3 11
0 Keelty
0 1 1
0 Stagner
3 1 7
21 Reddan
0 0 0
841
27 19 73
1

HUTTER OUSTANDING IN
ASSUMPTION WIN
Switching from his normal
corn~r position to the center
post, Bob Hutter with a great
dislay of shooting demolished
a very strong Assumption squad
by throwing in 32 point~. Art
Crawford, who limited his play
to the first half, tallied 12 points
before retiring with a slight injury.
FAIRFIELD
ASSUMPTlO·N
G F P
G F P
Hutter
12 8 32 Cooney
5 5 15
Macarchuk 6 2 14 Warner
4 3 11
Crawford 4 4 12 Jenkins
215
Jenkins
1 4 6 Hippert
5 1 11
Touhey
I 7 9 Barakat 10 929
102
Shin
1 1 31Bill
1 1 3
Weismiller ~ ~ ~ Ballo
28 26 82
28 20 76
UPHILL BATTLE DEFEATS
SO. CONN. STATE
. .
.
TraIling 37-29 at halftlme, the
Red Stags came fr?m behind to
defeat an upset mmded Southern Connecticut team, 75-62.
Sal DiNicola. the Owls' big gun
with 27 points, hit the nets· at
a torrid pace in the first half,
enabling them to go into the
lead at halftime.
The Stags battled back with
Macarchuk and Hutter setting
the pace until Touhey put Fairfield in front, 48-46 with about
11 minutes remaining. The
Stags then proceeded to run
awa,y from their opponents.
Bob Hutter had 26 points and
12 rebounds while Nick Macarchuk had 22 points.
FAIRFIELD
S. CO'NN. STATE
GFP
GFP
Hutter
11 4 26 Castellon
1 2 4
Shin
1 0 2 Lapes
1 0 2
Jenkins
2 4 8 DiNicola 9 9 27
Touhey
4 9 17 Bucci
0 0 0
McAnulty o 0 0 Davis
5 2 12
Macarchuk 8 6 22 Castellon 3 3 9
Panuczak o 0 0 Bishupiak 1 1 3
Weismiller o 0 0 Savo
2 1 5
o ~ 0
Doolan
22 19 62
26 23 7'51
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SPORTS PERSONLtlLITY

BOBBY JENKINS, Junior backcourt man, receiving the Phillip
Morris Most Valuable Player award for the 1960-61 Basketball
Season from Dennis Enright, Phillip Morris representative on
campus. Jenkins won the award on the result of a vote taken
of Fairfield students.
By DICK BADOLATO
Every successful team whether basketball, football, or baseball must have a "take charge" guy. By this I mean the guy
who runs the team, comes through in the clutch, and is their
most valuable player. This week's "Red Stag" personality is the
winner of the Marlboro Most Valuable Player Award and is
none other than Bobby Jenkins.
Bob comes from Manhattan, New York and attended St.
Francis Prep in Brooklyn. In his sophomore year Jenks played
on perhaps one of the greatest high school aggregates ever to
come out of New York City. His team that year, won the New
York City Championship and the Washington Invitation Tournament twice defeating St. Annes now Archbishop Molloy. Such
college stars as Tom and Sam Stith, Bill Shin, and Jerry Cahill
along with Bob comprised the team. In his junior year at St.
Francis, . Jenks led his team to the CHSAA Championship and
throughout his high school career averaged better than 12 points
a game.
From the start of his freshman year at Fairfield, Jenks
has been the guy, game in and game out, who has led the Stags
to victory. It was his game ending shot in the VB game his
freshman year which climaxed a great win; also his 35 rebounds
against Yale which insured victory. This year it was Jenkins
who hit 10 for 11 shots in the Brooklyn College game; grabbed
13 rebounds against LIV helping to clinch the Tri-State League;
scored 33 points against a strong St. Francis team which kept
the Red Stag winning streak alive.
Offense is not Bobby's only asset. He has held such stars
as "Puddy Sheehan of Georgetown to 7 points, Bob Lamel of
VB to 6 points and Willie Jones of American University to 16
points. Besides these few highlights it is his constant hustle and
desire which has helped pave the way tor Fairfield's great season
this year.
Bob is a marketing major and is currently Vice President
of membership in the Marketing Club. He is also married and
lives with his wife Pat and their two children Robert junior 14
months old and Valerie age 3 in their Bridgeport apartment. As
to Bob's future plans he would like to enter the business world
after graduation, and If his court attitude and hustle are any
indication to future success then there should be many good
days for the Jenkins family.
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\ Perfect Slates Head Intramurals
Close Race Develops
For Followup Spots

Freshmen Fight
February Slump

By TED ARNOLD
After a close call in their last
outing it appears as if John
Mullen's team has clear sailing
for the remainder of the sea~
son. They defeated Ted Arnold's
team by five, .coming from
behind in the last period. The
only team left that has a fair
chance to block their path for
an undefeated season is Gary
Muller's, presently in sixth
place. A loss for Mullen's squad
would put them in a tie with
Frank Tracy, who is holding
down second place with only
one setback. In their last game,
Tracy's team defeated Tiscornia's.
The STAG sport staff will attempt to s!Jonsor an All-Star
Intra-mural gam e featuring
both leagues. All-star players
will be chosen by a meeting of
team
captains
from
both
leagues, who will pick the two
top men from each team in
their league on separate ballots. The two men with the
greatest number of votes on
each team will participate in
the game. This game which
proved highly successful last
year, was played before the
Fairfield Freshmen
H igh
School All Star Game, with the
Junior-Senior Loop winning a
close contest. It is hoped the
same scheduling will be available this year.
Soon Spring will be here and
once again teams will be picked
for the softball league. We
would like to see the support
of the entire student body in
making this the greatest league
ever. While on this subject we
would like to make a few suggestions which would perhaps
make this league a bit more interesting. Why not give the
teams regular names instead of
just the captain's last name?
Secondly. ¥ihy not get shirts
or some kind of uniform to distinguish the teams?
See you on the diamondThe basketball standings as
of Feb. 25:
VI
L
Mullen
6
0
Tracy
4
1
Dowling
3
3
Tiscornia
3
3
Feehan
3
3
O'Keefe ......... ", ..
3
3
Muller ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
4
Falvey
2
4
Arnold
2
4
Slayne
0
5

By JOHN SCOTT
As the intramural season
moves into its final weeks, there
is little doubt as to the outcome of the race. Jack Kovaleski's squad with a 7-0 record
appears headed for the winner's circle. There are only two
games remaining for his team:
Sanders and Scanlon, both of
whom have 1-6 records.
The race for second place continues with McAuley and Lynch
boasting 5-2 records. McAuley's
two 10ss'2s came at the hands
of Kovaleski by three points in
overtime and Smith to whom he
lost by one point. Lynch has a
five game winning streak after
losing his first two games. Both
teams have two games remaining.
In third place is Radigan's
team which is 4-2, and in fourth
Traveling to Assumption with place with a 5-3 record is Dia 9-5 record, the Frosh humbled Gennaro who has won his last
their opponent, 72-35. Competing four in a row. In fifth place is
.
Smith who is 3-4, and tied for
agamst a team composed of SIX
. th are M c C ue an d T orr!'11 0,
freshmen and sophomores, the, both of whom are 2-5. Rounding
Stags far outclassed their op- out the standings are Scanlon
position in coastin':( to their tri- and Sanders tied for last place
umph. Nelson Grillo led the with. 1-6 records.
scoring with 22 points, playing
MIracles have been known to
less than half the game.
happen, and unless there is a
miracle, the final standings will
Next the Freshmen hosted be similar to those of Feb. 27.
Westchester Community College
The standings:
seeking their eleventh win of
W
L
the season, but instead suffered
Kovaleski
7
o
a 67-60 loss. The stags relinLynch
5
2
quished a 30-25 halftime lead,
McAuley
5
2
as they lost the game on fouls
Radigan
4
2
in the final minutes. The visitors
DiGennaro
5
3
iced the contest in the last elevSmith
3
4
en seconds, as they sank four
McCue
2
5
charity throws. The real reason
Torrillo
2
5
for the close loss was the fact
Scanion
1
6
that Grillo, Donnelly, and RafSanders
1
6
ferty all fouled out late in the
final geriod. High men for the
Frosh were Nelson Grillo with
18, Kurt Kilty with 15, and
(;REEN COMET
Walt Donnelly with 14.

Kovaleski Sure Bet
To Head League

With just two days rest, the
Frosh hosted a fast moving team
from Southern Connecticut. The
yearlings held a one point halftime advantage, 35-34, outscoring the visitors 13-4 in the final
two minutes. The second half
was a seesaw battle with the
score tied at 67 all and 29 seconds remaining with the visitors
in possession. After calling a
time out, they froze the ball for
27 seconds, climaxed by their
leading scorer hitting with a
jump shot as the buzzer sounded
to send the Stags to a 69-67
loss. Kurt Kilty was high man
for the Frosh with 24, and Nelson Grillo had 21.

The Frosh, trying to shake off
their two game losing streak,
met the Freshmen of Holy
Cross in Worcester last Thursday. The Crusaders, paced by
Pat Gallagher's 31 points, sent
the Yearlings to their fourth
loss in their last five games. In
their 82-70 loss, Nelson Grillo
had 26 and Larry Rafferty had
16.

DINER
'Tops in Town"
90 Kings Highway Cut·Off
Fairfield, Conn.
Tel. FO 8·9471

F AIRFIELD UNIVERSITY SCORING STATISTICS
Player

G

FG

FTA

FT

TP

Avg.

Hutter ..................
Macarchuk ..............
Touhey .................
Crawford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jenkins .................
Weismiller ..............
Shin ....................
Doolan ..................
McAnulty ........
D'Agostin ..............
Panuczak ................
Reischer ................

20
20
20
18
20
19
16
14
13
5
10
6

147
119
88
78
75
45
36
16
10
2
1
1

89
123
131
106
87
60
34

68
80
99"
67
63
35
17
8
4
1
6
4

362
319
275
223
213
125
89
40
24
5
8
6

18.10
15.90
13.75
12.39
10.65
6.58
5.56
2.86
1.85
1.00
0.80
1.00

............. 20

618

661

1688

8'UO

Totals

14

12
2
8
4

452

*Establishes new school record brf'aking record set last year by
Art Crawford with 97.

Fairfield Laundromat
CLOTHES
WASHED and DRIED
REASON ABLE RATES
1227 Post Road

Fairfield

Opp. Post Office

"SORRY, SONNY, you're too small to be a tackling dummy,"
says Sam Huff (2nd from right), N.Y. Giant linebacker, to
overweight Junior Mike Maloney. Junior Dennis Enright,
(2nd from left) and Freshman, John Burke look on in agreement. Huff was sponsored by the Phillip Morris Company.
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Club Hailed As One Of Best;
Starts Touring Season Sunday

The Fairfield chapter of the
Society for the Advancement of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ByJOHN A. McCALL
Management has been invited
The Fairfield University Glee
to attend the forthcoming dinClub will start its touring seaThe varied political sentiments which during an election ner meeting of the Bridgeport
son with a concert at Branford
emerge among those in the process of being educated the senior chapter of SAM.
High School in Branford, Conn.,
non-voters - makes one wonder just why opinions and political
At the· last meeting of the Sunday evening. The concert is
The meeting, which will be
feelings differ so greatly in our hallowed academic institutions.
Student Council, the question being sponsored by the cBranWhat could possibly cause students to so vehemently defend held Mar. 7 at the Algonquin
Club, will feature speakers on was raised as to the possibility ford CYO.
their own and tear down another's political views?
Cost
Reduction
and Value of additional Sunday Masses
The Glee Club finished its
The "typical" student is pictured in the minds of the un- Analysis. Members will also in Loyola chapel. Through dis- campus concerts a fe~ weeks
knowing as a liberal (meaning to them something like a socialist). have the opportunity to meet cussion it was found that
ago and will spend the remainWe know of the droves of "straight-down-the-middle" conserva- senior executives from the most students are in favor
der of the season touring C·ontives opposing said liberals in the often-heated political dis- Bridgeport
and
surrounding of at least one Mass being said necticut and the surrounding
cussions among those who are interested or concerned enough areas. Mr. O'Neil, faculty mod- between the times of the present
to acquaint themselves with political fact and fancy. The basic erator for SAM, said plans will two. They felt that the existing states, including Jersey City,
picture of politics today seems to be the opposition of the ex- also be discussed with the sen- times are awkward, being either N.J., site of the annual intertreme positions in political parties - the liberal and the conser- ior chapter for the forthcoming too early and too late. In an at- collegiate Glee Club Competivative positions. This is reflected on the college level in a much mock arbitration case to be pre- tempt to remedy this situation, tion this year.
Versatile
less subtle way. Most people laugh this off as some sort of sented in Gonzaga auditorium a committee has been appointed
Hailed as one of the best
"healthy sign." But if it is only a healthy sign of something,
to
inquire
whether
a
10
a.m.
on Mar. 22. The mock arbitraGlee Clubs in the history of the
why so much vehemence on the students' part to the exclusion
tion will consist of a simulated Mass might be initiated, accordschool, the club has succeeded
of the opposition view?
hearing between union and man- ing to Council spokesman Al
in presenting an assortment of
I feel it is because politically-concerned and politically-in- agement representatives over a Westerfield.
songs
to please an audience of
Plans
are
now
in
progress
for
volved Americans are gradually splitting up into two factions point of grievance.
a day of recollection to be held all - ages. Mr. Simon. Harak,
based on ideology and not administerial views.
Sunday for the student leaders club director, has selected an
These splits are not the simple administerial splits of our
of
the University. Plans are at appropriate variety of songs to
Founding Fathers, or the one-question splits of the last century Langua~ePrograms Aid
this writing only tentative, but show the versatility and range
(gold, tariffs). They are serious ideological splits involving the
of the organization during Suntreatment and administration of masses of people not dIrectly Cuban Plight In Miami include Mass and Communion day's concert.
,.'
in
McAuliffe
chapel.
a
series
of
concerned with government, but the complete concern of the
Miami - (CIN) - Barry ColThe
club,
ninety
members
government. The two standardized views which are here ~ome lege's free language courses are conferences in Loyola chapel.
strong, sings such numbers as
what exaggerated for emphasis are basically that of the lIberal another step in the response of and the day ending with bene"Let There Be Music," "Orwho says "spend and all will be well" and that of the conserva- Florida Catholic groups to the diction.
The council appropriated $20 pheus" and "Medley from Pative who says "work and all will be well."
plight of thousands of Cuban
jama Game," also "Adoramus
Their means toward the common goal of the betterment refugees. Many of the refugees to National Federation of Catho- Te
Christe" phis
"Parking
lic
College
Students
representaof the American people would exclude a mutual cooperation in from Castro's Cuba have been
Space and The Deaf Old Womworking toward this goal. However, even this common goal is a unable to find employment be- tive John Faulkner so that our an."
fuzzily d~fined thing, whose definition again depends upon cause of the language barrier. three delegates could attend the
From the response of the auwinter council held at Emmanwhether you are a liberal or a conservative. If we move into
diences so far, the favorite
The Barry College program is uel College in Boston.
the area where the split will become almost black-and-white,
directed towards language inBecause of the poor response number once again seems to be
we will hinder our chances of ever achieving any goal.
struction for Cuban physicians to the collection for the For- "Russian Picnic."
If the college student is encouraged to further this split
and professional people. Mean- mosan 1 i b l' a l' y, according to
Groups to Perform
by engaging in positive intense action for his side, then we
while, on the grade school level, Westerfield, the council is unAdditional entertainment is
may reach this split in the political sphere sooner than we think
2,500 Cuban children are having able to send a donation repre- supplied by the Campus Minit could happen; after all, the politician of tomorrow is today's
their education financed at the sentative of our school to Car- strels and Bensonians.
collegian.
expense of local Catholic par- dinal Cushing. Westerfield said
The Campus Minstrels have
Speculation? Yes, but not, I'm afraid, the idle kind, for such ishes.
this necessitates another collec- increased the number of singers
a split as I have described could develop into a serious power
.
. tion in the near future (probabAlmost exclUSIvely CatholIc, lly right after Easter), and it is in their g-roup to about l1fteen,
struggle which would make us extremely vulnerable to any
and this year the group is
the
large
numbers
of
Cuban
h
d th t I t
nation wishing to capitalize on our weakness.
ope
a a sum c ose 0 a
ref,:gees pos.e a pr?blem .to edu- thousand dollars will be collect- bringing back the old favorite,
"Johnny Schmoker." Their other
catIonal faCIlItIes m t~eIr areas ed for this project.
arrangements inClude "Won't
of greatest concentratIon, such
You Sit Down," and "Rigoletto
as the Miami locale. Catholic
schools in the area are faced not 1(. of C. Essay Contest Quartette."
The four men who make up
only with a problem of capacity,
Ignatian Council #4203 of the Bensonians have seemingly
but also one of language diffithe Knights of Columbus of improved over last year, and are
culties.
Fairfield University will conduct presenting a selection of songs
an essay contest to mark April that are continually pleasing
as Civic Month. To bring about the audience. Besides singing
St. Mike's Leads List
a better understanding and ap- with the Glee Club, this group
In Foreign Enrollment preciation of the American way is booked by many places for
of life and with it an aware- private appearances.
Washington (CIN) St.
ness of the duties of American
Following the
concert at
Michael's College in Winooski,
citizenship, 'The Catholic Role Branford, the Glee Club will
Vt., is the only New England
in Civil Government" has been travel to Troup Junior High
college to rank in the top ten
chosen as topic for the entries. School in New Haven, Mar. 10,
US Catholic colleges in enrollThe contest is open only to un- and then to a combined concert
ment of foreign students. The
dergraduate students of the with Emmanuel College at
information was revealed in a
Univer5'ity.
Notre Dame High School in
report by the National Catholic
A $25 government bond will Bridgeport, Mar. II.
Educational Council.
be awarded to the essay judged
(See Photos, Page 7)
The NCEC reported a total as being the best by a commitof 5.055 foreign students in at- tee made up of faculty memRev. J. D'Souza, 8.J., UN
tendance at Catholic institutions bers of the University. A second delegate from India, spoke at
of higher education. Totals place cash prize of $10 will also a Bellarmine lecture in 1949.
ranged from Georgetown Uni- be awarded. Presentation of
versity's high of 428 to the zero prizes will be made at the anConn. Governor John
D.
enrollment indicated by four- nual Knights of Columbus ban- Lodge spoke at a FU Business
teen colleges.
quet in May.
Club dinner in 1952.
Average number of alien students at institutions which had
BRIDGEPORT
them at all was 23. Besides St.
Michael's, nine other schools reported more than 100.
Only about 23 percent of the
foreign students are dependent
Kings Highway - in F'field
on financial assistance, accordExit 24 Conn. Tpke.
ing to the NCEC figures. The
FO 7-4404
vast majority of the group was
either self-supporting or being
A Convenient Stop
1260 Main St.
aided only by family sources.
By RICHARD M. LAWLESS

Council Discusses
lUasses, Formosa

"'RATS"

MOTOR INN

"Plan #316-AA: Loyola Cafeteria seating plan."

The first STAG was published Sept. 23, 1949; Frank Malyszka, '51, was its editor.

for Your Friends
and 'Relatives

Just 5 minutes from Campus

Ethical
Pharmacy
BRIDGEPORT
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GLEE CLUB BEGINS 15TH SEASON

SOLOISTS: Donald Lupo, Daniel Carney, Edward Kane, Stephen Kristofak, Stephen Dempsey.

ACCOMPANISTS: Dennis Donahue, Stephen Delehanty.

MR. SIMON HARAK, Director

THE BENSONIANS: (back row, I. to r.) Francis Hendricks,
Stephen Kristofak. (front row) Paul Jones, William Walsh.

CAMPUS MINSTRELS: (I. to r.) Jonh LaTerra, Richard Fleurant, Edward NishbalI, Francis
Hendricks, Denis Gannon, Charles Lops, Robert Bitar, Stephen Kristofak. (center) Donald
Lupo. (front row) Peter Olander, William Walsh, Stanley Rashid, Daniel Carney, Paul Jones,
Kevin Ecclesine, John O'Reilly.
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MATH.PHYSICS

Seven Arts Society

(Cont. from Page 1)

(Cont. from Page 1)

(all submitted by club members)
ranging from the simple measurements of the vehicles velocity and acceleration during
the flight to the measurement of
atmospheric radiation and dielectic strength of the air at
various high altitudes. Performance data will be recorded
on tape and then broadcast via
a radio transmitter to a receiver and special student-built decoding devices on the ground.
Permission for the use of the
transmitter has already been
obtained from the Federal Communications Commission.

balance between the two elements.
The society was created because a need for good cultural
entertainment on our liberal
arts campus was recognized;
and by making the work of
young artists of the American
tradition available to the students, the opportunity to see
the continuity of America's cultural heritage will be among
the benefits.
Commenting on the motivation for the SAS, faculty moderator Mr. Rudolph Landry
said; "Too ~requently, art - traditional and contemporary confined to texts alienates the
students. Art presented to the
students on the stage is more
immediate and therefore more
significant. We hope our program will contribute to personal and communal enrichment.
Student Interest
"The fact that this organization sprang from the ideas of
students of all four classes indicates a genuine interest in and
a need for good cultural entertainment on this Liberal Arts
campus," he added.
A contributing factor to the
plans of the group is the availability of an excellent auditorium on campus. By taking advantage of its facilities and by
presenting shows on week
nights, the society hope to be
able to bring first-rate cultural
entertainment within the reach
of all the students.
The members of the society
plan to offer the students a wide
ranging glimpse of genuine
folk arts, a chance to see the
creative forces of our American culture. They hope that in
any yearly period a student will
be able to see outstanding examples of American from singers to classic moving pictures.
It is particularly appropriate
that the year's program will
begin with the appearance of
two folk music artists. In no
other art form is the continuity
of our culture shown in a better way. What is now known
as folk music was the popular
music of another time. Even
today, composers rely on contemporary events as the basis
for song ideas, and much of the
music that is heard today will
be the folk music of tomorrow.
The story of an entire era, an
attitude, an event or philosophy
can be described with humor
pathos, romance or wit through
the folk ballad.

Credit for the expert miniturization of the experiments
and the electronic gadgetry of
the nose-cone goes to the fiveman electronic team of Robert
Keough (division head), Peter
Lenard, Jim Stanizeski, John
Lesko and Phil Burns (the sole
junior in the division.) Mr.
Keough told this reporter that
while miniturization was the
major problem, it certainly
wasn't the only one that his
group had to solve. "In order to
maintain constant working conditions under the variables of
vibration, humidity, temperature, .and pressure, we had to
encapsule the electronic components in a silicone foam. Also,
since we are running short of
money, we may have to re-de.sign entirely our firing and
telemetering circuits. This could
be both difficult and time consuming."
Parachute
The rocket itself, designed by
senior mathematician Donald
Johnson, will be of the Polaris
missile type, standing a little
ever six feet high and having
a mean radius of about twelve
inches. The solid propellant for
the student rocket will be the
same dry fuel used in its Polaris counterpart, ammonium
perchlorate. Co-supervisor Tokarski pointed out that "because of the valuable electronic
apparatus enclosed in the rocket's nose-cone, one of the juniors, John Wedemeyer, has designed and is presently constructing a recovery mechanism
which will safely separate the
nose-cone from the main body
of the rocket and parachute it
to earth at a pre-determined
altitude."
To the layman, this phase
may appear to be the final step
in the program, and if successful should terminate the work
of the project's members. However, this is not the case. After
firing and recovery of the T(;lcket, its performance must be
adequately evaluated to determine if any significant results
were obtained. This process of
exhaustive _analysis and evaluation will be put into the hands
of the Mathematics division
Larry Skane, Peter Menegu~
and Richard Proto.
At this writing, financial
assistance has been spotty. The
initial funds obtained from the
Math-Physics Society's treasury
have been supplemented by
checks of various amounts from
such companies as General
E~ectric, Aircraft Accessories,
VI tramon Corp., Raybestos and
Bridgeport Brass. However Mr.
Tokarski grimly pointed out,
"We. are now working on a day
to day basis because of the financial insecurity.

Parents' Weekend
(Cont. from Page 1)
tels for parents to receive a
special discount. The cost of the
weekend will be $5 per person,
which includes the admission to
all of the activities. Letters of
invitation have been mailed to
the parents of all seniors.

Petry: P'luralism
Pro-Con Aspects
An audience of over seventy
students and faculty members
heard Mr. Walter Petry of the
University History department
speak on the subject "Education in a Pluralistic Society;
The Role of the Federal Government" last Monday night in
Canisius 101. The talk initiated
a new series sponsored by the
campus unit of NFCCS on the
subject of pluralism.
Having praised the United
States as the finest example of
a pluralistic society and contrasting it with the chaotic and
strife-ridden furor of several
European states, Mr. Petry
described' American Pluralism
as holding "no presupposition
to good citizenship." A national
good and a national necessity,
pluralism has its harmful effects, too. It contributes to divisiveness and has encouraged
the growth of the selfish individualism which has so sapped
our national vigor.
Rejecting "statism" as a solution to the baneful effects of
divisiveness, Mr. Petry en,dorsed the appeal made by Cardinal
Cushing in his inauguration
invocation. (Cardinal Cushing
prayed for a turning to his personal responsibility as individuals, as Americans as citizens
of the world, and as children
of God, to enlarge the concept
of the common good and to implement by personal sacrifice
the high ideals of our national
purpose.
Mr. Petry envisioned Catholic
schools as an excellent means
of preserving pluralism, but
questioned whether Catholics
could fulfill their "moral obligation" to support public schools
(the most important bastion of
democracy in America) and expand their system, too. He
questioned
further
whether
Catholic school expansion would
merely extend the general
mediocrity so unfortunately frequent in Catholic education,
and concluded that perhaps a
contraction and deepening of

larged role of ·the Federal Government in aid to education. He
further saw no lasting legal
problems in aid to Catholic
schools, but suggested that sincere action to improve Catholic
education would do much to
secure the consent of other religionists in the passage of such
aid programs.
A question and answer period concluded the evening's
program. Suggestions for future
topics may be given to program
co-chairmen, Robert Jorlett and
Stephen Carberry.

COIN OPERATED

20c Wash -

CAROLYN HESTER, noted folk ballad singer, will perform
Tuesday night with David Von Rank in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The -concert is the debut function of the Seven Arts Society,
a student-originated organization designed to synthesize two
areas of student activity-theatre and lecture programs.

NEWS AND VIEWS
(Cont. from Page 4)

have labeled the Stags as one of the teams to beat in
the upcoming tourney. Few college teams are able to
ma1tch the we..!! bal,anced team -scoring of the Stags who
consistently place five players in double figures. Crawford, Nick Maoarchuk and Bob H!1tter comprise a
strong front-court that enables the Red Stags <to control the boards in almost every game. It would be very
easy to continue this column praising Fairfield's greatest team, but due to lack of space all I can do is congmtulate Coac;h George Bisacea on a great job and issue
a warnrng to the teams at Evansville.

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
(Min. age 19 & completion of at least year of col!ege)

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . comprising 350 outstanding Boys, Girls. Brother-Sister
and Co-Ed Camps. located throughout the New England,
Middle Atlantic States and Canada.
.•• INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer employment as Counselors. Instructors or Administrators.
... POSITIONS in children's camps, in all areas of acnvities, are available.
Write, Phone or Call in Person

the system to arrive at new
levels of excellence would be
desirable.
Using historical precedent
ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
from 1785
onward, in
Mr.thePetry
found
no difficulty
en-IL. 55 West 42nd Street • New York 36. N.Y.. LO 5·2200

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 Hrs, -
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7 Days a Week

lOe Dry

located directly behind A8r:P liquor store on
THE POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONN.
CLearwater 9-9082

CLAN McGREGO'R CONVENES
at

/ifAJJ

-~.T'CONN'
If you're a McGregor man, make a beeline to

Read's

for the cream of the crop. Get the look of

well-tailored ease in jackets, slacks, casual coats,
sweaters and shirts that set the pace ... reasonably
priced to fit your allowance. Young men's apparel
in the main floor men's shop: youths and prep sizes
second floor.

~
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Tynan

V5.

Senate

(Cont. from Paeg 2)

vertisement before the committee to see whether or not there
were violations of the Foreign
Agents' Registry Act, connected
with the appearance of the ad.
Dr. Santos-Buch, one of the
founders of the Fair Play for
Cuba Committee has testified
under oath, before the Senate
Internal Security Committee
that the ad was not paid for by

citizens of the United States but
that the $3,500' cost of the ad
was paid for by the Cuban Ambassador to the United Nations,
who gave the money for the ad
to Dr. Santos-Buch and Robert
Taber, head of the Fair Play
for Cuba Committee.
This is not to imply that Mr.
Tynan had any hand in acting
as an unregistered agent for a
foreign country but it does seem
to be an acceptable indication
that there was justification for

STAG
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such a congressional inquiry
even if this investigation did
mean inconvenience for Mr.
Tynan whose rights were not
violated.

papers,. readers, and you may
even find Kenneth Tynan's name
affixed some day to a Fair Play
for Congressional Subcommittees Committee.

There is a place for congressional investigations in the
framework of our government
and in this case, there was justification for Senator Dodd's investigation.

Copy Deadline

There is, in this great land
of ours, even a place for Fair
Play Committees. So scan your

March 10

ANIMAL G

Fr. McPeake Gives
Grad School Info
Opportunities for Graduate
studies are presently being publicized and discussed under the
guidance of Rev. T. Everett McPeake, S.J., through the brochures and bulletins issued by
the various Graduate Schools.
A conference for Juniors was
held several weeks ago during
which Mr. McPeake advised undergraduates on the basic requirements for admission to
Graduate Schools, the general
expectations of such schools
concerning the students' abilities, the taking of Graduate
Record Examinations, etc.
Fr. McPeake has literally
plastered the walls of Xavier
Cafeteria with bulletins from
the various Graduate Schools
which describe everything from
Fellowships offered to living
accommodations available.
A second conference will be
held for Juniors shortly after
the Easter holiday.

DEAN'S LIST
(Cont. from Page 1)

"I DON'T THINK THERE'S ANY END
TO THE OPPORTUNITY IN THIS BUSINESS"
When Gene Segin got his B.S. in Business Administration at the University of Illinois, he was
in touch with 8 prospective employers.
Gene joined Illinois Bell Telephone Company
because: "The people I talked to here made it
very clear that I would not be shuffled into some
narrow specialized job. I thought this job offered
the greatest opportunity for broad experience."

Today, Gene's chief responsibilities are in management training and development, and companyunion relations. The latter includes contract bargaining and helping settle labor disputes.

On his first assignment Gene was sent to Springfield where he conducted courses in human relations for management people.

How does Gene feel about his job? "It's a real
challenge. I'm in some of the most vital and interesting work in the country." And about the
future-"Well there aren't any pushover jobs
around here. It's tough. But if a man has what it
takes, I don't think there's any end to the opportunity in this business."

His next move was to a traffic operations job
in Rock Island. On this assignment he was in
charge of all personnel who are directly responsible
for handling telephone calls in this heavily populated area. Here Gene earned a reputation for
sound judgment and skill in working with people.
He was pr<;>moted to Traffic Supervisor.

If you're looking for a fob with no ceiling on it-a fob
where you're limited only by how much responsibility
you can take and how well you can handle it-then
you'll want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and additional information on the Bell Companies.

*

*

*

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we·
can possibly find."
Frederick R. Kappel, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

L. Timmeny, John W. Vaitkus
and Lee C. Williams.
Junior class members included are Robert L. Berchem, Ronald L. Cappelletti, Anthony P.
Fappiano, Joseph K. Gamba,
Wanis J. Ganim, Richard G.
Lovanio, Paul J. Maher, Louis
C. Massaferro and George S.
Mihalik.
Also, Edward M. Molloy,
Gary W. Muller, Thomas L.
Nucifora, Walfrey L. Peterson,
Michael G. Petro, Anthony M.
Sacco, Shaun S. Sullivan and
Thomas T. Tiernan.
Representing the sophomore
class are Peter P. Behuniak,
Joseph J. Cirasuolo, Brian F.
Dunn, Thomas A. Fitzgerald,
Jr., Charles S. J akiela, Kenneth
J. Maiocco and Robert J.
Tobin.
Freshmen
named
include
David J. Attianese, Noel C.
Balthasar, Robert J. Bethke,
Gene F. Casavecchia, Robert T.
Eagan, John J. Empoliti, John
J. Horvath, Stephen A. Mango
and Eugene A. Massey, Jr.

FELLOWSHIPS
(Cont. from Page 1)

Mrs. Raymond F. Nalewajk of
2454 Broadbridge Avenue, Stratford, is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree in English
at Fairfield U.
He is staff writer for the
STAG, the University's undergraduate bi-weekly newspaper
and a member of the Glee Club.
Mr. Vaitkus is a charter
member of the recently instituted Fairfield U. chapter of
Alpha Sigma Nu, the National
Jesuit Honor Society.
He is Associate Editor of the
1961 yearbook, THE MANOR,
vice president of Aquinas Academy, vice president of the Waterbury Area Club and a member of the University Glee Club.

REPUBLICAN CLUB
On campus interviews for careers with the BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

MARCH

10

Opportunities for majors in
PHYSICAL SCIENCE and LIBERAL ARTS

See your placement office for further details and an appointment

(Cont. from Page 1)

Justice of the Peace in Norwalk. Mr. Sullivan is a transfer
from the University of Virginia
and at 21 is the youngest person
in the state ever elected to this
post.
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Chileans Lt\ttrihute 'Fear'
As Motive For US Aid
By TOM HOLLAND and
PAT PERILLO

the leadership of the revolution, they are by no means as
quick to condemn that revolu~ion as fast as we are, They may
not agree with sgecific Castro
:noves, but they agree with the
revolution in general. At times
we imagine it gives them pleasure to see us squirm in a tight
situation.

FU Freshman Leaves
For Russia In March
While most students will be
going home or heading to
"Where The Boys Are" (Fort
Lauderdale, Florida) for the
Easter break, Fairfield Univer,ity's FI ancis Crowley will be
en route to Russia.
Mr. Crowley, a freshman,
through the efforts of Mr. Wolfe
Czamansky, instructor of Rus,:an and German at the University, will travel to Russia as
a member of the Eastern Catholic Apostolate. The ECA is
composed mainly of college students. Its headquarters are at
the Russian Center at Fordham
University.

When visit:ng a foreign country, one of the basic things
which should accompany you is
3. good knowledge of your own
By MIKE FRATANTUNO
country and its activities. In
our own position, as students
representing the most powerful
nation in the world, we found
Remember When:
In the US, we regard the con:mrselves explaining and dis- Peaunt butter was in sandwiches and not in pudding?
cussing many of the current de- fiscating of the American inter- The Soda Machines worked?
c;s~ons made
by the United ests in Cuba as a great insult.
- Cars parked between the white lines?
States. During our stay, the Latin Americans think of it as
subject which drew the most a transition from capitalism to
- Xavier Hall was new?
'nterest was the Cuban-US re- a more socialistic form of govWhat Would Happen If:
ernment. They admit that some
lationship.
The Walk to Xavier were paved?
We spoke with the various of the tactics employed were
- We could take down the wall in the Gym?
types of peo>;>le: Chileans, Peru- abrupt, but they cannot under- Pinkerton men could be bribed?
vians, Argentinians, the rich, stand the reasons for the big
- No one stepped on the seal in the Gym lobby?
the ~oor. and the middle class. split in relations. If you want
- The road to Canisius were graded better? (esp. in the Naturally from all these differ- to change the system, you're
winter)
ent sources we encountered free to do so.
- The temperature in Gonzaga Auditorium was right-ever? 'naT)Y types of discussions carWhen we charge that Cuba is
- That funny thing on Loyola Cafeteria door really kept the ried on from many different cummunist and is friendly and
wind out?
points of view. For the most accepts aid, both technical and
part, however. these arguments monetary, from Russia, they
Whatever Happened To:
were very objective. Many laugh. To these people it's like
- The Resident Council
t'mes we found ourselves re- dealing with two banks, the
- The New Jersey Area Club
flecting back on our own coun- banks being the US and Russia.
- The Piano in Loyola
try, not condemning it, but Their argument is that if one
- The Pool Table
wondering if another course of bank refuses to do business
- The "Exercise Room" in the Gym·
action might have proved a it- with you, you can "cross the
- Good old-fashioned mixers-with canvas on the floor
FRANCIS CROWLEY
street" and do business with
- Good old-fashioned prices-for Coleman KofC and Trinity tIe better for both sides.
The following article is the I the other bank. To them it apHalls
nresentation of some of the pears that with the US there is
Mr. Crowley's trip will last
- The .quaint little mailbox on the tree
ideas that the Latin Americans no such thing as "neutrality." three weeks, March 27 to April
- All those nasty 01' butts on Xavier floors
hold as regards the US and the You either do things our way, 15. S;nce the bulk of the trip
Cuban situation. It is meant to or you're dead set against us. Is. dur:ng the Easter holiday, it
A Parting Word - I Promise.
gIve an insight as to what they
Th
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The 1961 Summer Session at activities including wee ken d p e. T ey can be refuted by the proves their own country raises co.n Ibnue o.n The refimam er °d I s
the National University of Mexi- sightseeing trips, social fun c- US eXDerts who have a better th
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knowl~dge
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ant will be sDent touring Poland.
co, Mexico City, will be held tions, bullfights, pyramids and
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June 26 through Aug. 4, Dr. art field trips.
how would the ordinary US '" ~ f e p~~p e some d mgtho Since it is essentially a reliHilten Bell, Director of the UniSpecial Program rat e s for -::itizen handle them. Would he ~o~
or. b ,ey CO~SI ~r
e gious-cultural tour, the group
.
shun them as being ridiculous
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enjoyable living. Internationally sidered to be the outstanding
We are sure for the most part, ,
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ays m
lev; t e party
renowned, the University of foreign study-vacation to Mexi- except for a minority group in
They feel that we can afford WIll proce~d by raIl to LenmMexico offers a wide variety of co, may be obtained by writing the US. that Castro's Cuba is to take the loss and that if the grad, RUSSIa (prevIOusly known
unusual and standard courses in for Bulletin and Application conside~ed ruled by a commun- ~merican government is the as Stalingrad and Petrograd).
Spanish and English for extra forms to: Dr. Hilton Bell, Uni- ist regime. It is net as clear cut .eader of truth and democracy, The stay m Lenmgrad WIll last
student credits or teacher in- versity Study Tour to Mexico, ~n Latin America. Although we will help them to better about four da~s, after which
service requirements. Members 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los they are growing skeptical of themselves, The US, they feel, the group WIll Journey to Moswill also enjoy over 15 planned Angeles 5, Cal.
values everything in terms of cow, to spend the remamder of
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
the dollar. For example, re- the trip. The return trip to the
~ently the US gave $600,000,000 States will be made by plane.
to South America and they
Sometime in April, Mr. Crowthink that the only reason we ley will give a talk, sponsored
~ave them the money is that by the Russian Club of Fairwe were motivated by "fear." field University, about his tour
They consider as a bribe the as well as writing a series of
handing of funds to them as articles in the STAG.
friends, merely due to our reactions to Castro. Actions, taken in this light, do nothing to
cement relations.
If it does • . .'or if any sport for that matter represents
They think the US is the ideal
spring to you, don't hesitate. Your best equipment is only
ulace to live, and they realize
that we have something that is
as far away as Howland's, where all your needs are caterpriceless. This priceless thing is
ed to.
freedom. They look up to, and
respect us; they want to follow
us and live like us, but they
also expect and need a lot of
the ri'?ht kind of help. They
JOSEPH DISTINTI '61 has are for Castro's revolution bebeen named Knight of the cause they feel now we will
Month for February by Igna- wake UD and at the same time
tian Council 4203. Serving on become -conscious of true values.
On and Off
many committees and func- They feel we need to be threatened
before
we'll
act,
and
they
the Campus
tioning as the Recording Secretary of the council, Mr. Dis- feel this "threatening" will
tinti has "contributed greatly eventually lead to a strengthto the advancement of the Ig- ening of relations between our
two peoples.
natian Council."
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